


Solid & Grid collection

In designing our Solid & Grid collection, we set out to create a 
style-defining, recurring graphical structure for furniture and 
home accessories. We were aiming for a pattern that looks light 
and elegant while offering sturdy durability. And we achieved 
this with a diagonally cut grid made of steel. After we came up 
with our first models featuring diagonal slits, we designed seve-
ral solid versions as well.

  

  



Solid 01 Wall Shelf 



Solid 01 Wall Shelf 

This solid wall shelf is perfect for storage, keeping useful items 
handy, or displaying treasured mementos.
The flat surface of the Solid 01 Wall Shelf shows off the color 
to its full advantage. So one or more of these shelves can be 
arranged to create colorful decorative accents in any part of the 
home.

Price (RRP):
Solid 01 Wall Shelf – 59,00 €

WRS01

4

50

15

Material:
Steel sheet with powder coating

Dimensions:
50 × 15 × 4 cm

Purchase includes:
Wall shelf, mounting hardware

WRS01-06
pastel green

WRS01-04
anthracite

WRS01-02
light gray 

WRS01-01
white



Grid 01 Wall Shelf 



Grid 01 Wall Shelf 

The diagonal laser cutouts of this shelf create distinctive 
patterns of light and shadow on the wall. Thanks to precision 
workmanship, the Grid 01 Wall Shelf combines a robust nature 
with a light and airy appearance.
Whether in the hallway or the living room, solo or grouped 
together – this laser-cut shelf adds a modern touch to every 
interior.

Price (RRP):
Grid 01 Wall Shelf – 69,00 €

WRG01

4
15

Material:
Steel sheet with powder coating

Dimensions:
50 × 15 × 4 cm

Purchase includes:
Wall shelf, mounting hardware

50

WRG01-04
anthracite

WRG01-02
light gray

WRG01-01
white

WRG01-06
pastel green



Solid 02 Wall Shelf



Solid 02 Wall Shelf

This solid wall shelf is the perfect place for storing the small 
containers which are often found in kitchens and bathrooms.
Its flat surface catches any spills, while the upturned front edge 
keeps small items from accidentally slipping off.
By adding S-hooks, clips, or magnets, its range of possible uses 
can be expanded even further. And this model also gives each 
color a chance to shine. So the Solid 02 Wall Shelf is an easy 
way to add contemporary color accents to your home decor.

Price (RRP):
Solid 02 Wall Shelf – 49,00 €

WRS02

4
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Material:
Steel sheet with powder coating

Dimensions:
50 × 8 × 4 cm

Purchase includes:
Wall shelf, mounting hardware

50

WRS02-06
pastel green

WRS02-04
anthracite

WRS02-02
light gray

WRS02-01
white



Grid 02 Wall Shelf



Grid 02 Wall Shelf

Featuring diagonal laser cutouts, this wall shelf can be used in a 
multitude of different ways. The light and airy cutout structure 
of the Grid 02 Wall Shelf makes it highly versatile – whether as a 
shelf for spices and cooking utensils or a picture ledge for your 
favorite photos.
The upturned front edge is the perfect place to clip a note or at-
tach an S-hook. The diagonal cutouts cast a distinctive pattern 
of light and shadow on the wall.

Price (RRP):
Grid 02 Wall Shelf – 65,00 €

WRG02

Material:
Steel sheet with powder coating

Dimensions:
50 × 8 × 4 cm

Purchase includes:
Wall shelf, mounting hardware
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WRG02-01
white

WRG02-06
pastel green

WRG02-04
anthracite

WRG02-02
light gray



Solid 03 Wall Shelf



Solid 03 Wall Shelf

Measuring 100 cm in length, this wall shelf is ideal for attrac-
tively displaying pictures, favorite books, and smaller keepsa-
kes. In combination with home accessories such as vases and 
lighting, the shelf becomes a high-impact design element that 
is also highly functional.
The upturned front edge also provides a handy spot for hooks, 
clips, and magnets for attaching prints and notes. 
And in children’s bedrooms, the Solid 03 Wall Shelf offers lots of 
useful storage space and adds a cheerful splash of color.

Price (RRP):
Solid 03 Wall Shelf – 89,00 €

WRS03

4
8

Material:
Steel sheet with powder coating

Dimensions:
100 × 8 × 4 cm

Purchase includes:
Wall shelf, mounting hardware

100

WRS03-06
pastel green

WRS03-04
anthracite

WRS03-02
light gray

WRS03-01
white



Solid 04 Wall Shelf



Solid 04 Wall Shelf

With the Solid 04 Wall Shelf, storage, display, and home decor
go hand in hand. The ledge offers space for knickknacks, while
the upturned front edge keeps objects like picture frames in
place. The front edge can accommodate S-hooks, clips, and
magnets, providing a wide range of uses.

In the office, the wall shelf is a handy resting place for mood
boards and poster boards, which can be displayed side by
side or stacked vertically behind one another. And in a child’s
bedroom, it offers an ideal spot for displaying their personal
collection of favorite pictures, books, or figurines.
Alternatively, there is enough space to display one or two A2-
size prints or poster boards on the ledge.

Price (RRP):
Solid 04 Wall Shelf – 129,00 €

WRS04

Material:
Steel sheet with powder coating

Dimensions:
148 × 8 × 4 cm

Purchase includes:
Wall shelf, mounting hardware
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148

WRS04-06
pastel green

WRS04-04
anthracite

WRS04-02
light gray

WRS04-01
white



Solid 05 Wall Shelf



Solid 05 Wall Shelf

The handy Solid 05 Wall Shelf is the perfect place to keep small
objects and display them to their full advantage. Featuring a
moderate depth and raised front edge, the wall shelf is a com-
pact ledge with a multitude of practical uses.

It’s not only an ideal place to store books, CDs, and DVDs, but
can also hold mugs, glasses, storage jars, and kitchen utensils.
In the entryway, the Solid 05 Wall Shelf makes a great spot for
keeping keys – and with the addition of S-hooks and hangers, it
can be used as a coat rack. In the bathroom, it is also an ideal –
and attractive – place to store a variety of necessities. And hung
above a desk, it keeps small items organized and close at hand.

Price (RRP):
Solid 05 Wall Shelf – 69,00 €

WRS05

Material:
Steel sheet with powder coating

Dimensions:
50 × 15 × 4 cm

Purchase includes:
Wall shelf, mounting hardware

WRS05-06
pastel green

WRS05-04
anthracite

WRS05-02
light gray

WRS05-01
white

4
15

50



Solid 06 Wall Shelf



Solid 06 Wall Shelf

Minimalistic yet functional, the Solid 06 Wall Shelf offers a
multitude of possible uses. With a ledge depth of 15 cm and an 
upturned front edge, it has no problem accommodating large or 
deep picture frames – which you can display and rearrange on 
the shelf however you like without having to pound more nails 
into the wall.

Featuring clean lines and a length of 100 cm, the Solid 06 Wall
Shelf is an attractive and useful addition to any living space.
Favorite collector’s items and artworks can be showcased in
the living room, everyday necessities can be organized in the
entryway, and whiteboard markers, magnets, and beverages
can be kept close at hand in small meeting rooms. And in the
bathroom and kitchen, the Solid 06 Wall Shelf offers countless
practical storage options.

Price (RRP):
Solid 06 Wall Shelf – 129,00 €

WRS06

Material:
Steel sheet with powder coating

Dimensions:
100 × 15 × 4 cm

Purchase includes:
Wall shelf, mounting hardware

WRS06-01
white
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WRS06-06
pastel green

WRS06-04
anthracite

WRS06-02
light gray



Solid & Grid Side Table



Solid & Grid Side Table

The Solid & Grid collection includes four graceful side tables – two 
round and two rectangular, featuring solid or graphically structu-
red (“grid”) tabletops. Standing alone next to a couch or a bed, or 
grouped in a nested arrangement, these side tables blend harmo-
niously into every part of the home.

The Grid tabletop creates an attractive pattern of light and sha-
dow. The frame is made of round iron bars that underscore the 
table’s characteristic grace, while the u-shaped legs mean it can be 
used on patios and balconies.

Preis (UVP):
Solid 01 Side Table (round) – 209,00 €
Grid 01 Side Table (round) – 239,00 €
Solid 02 Side Table (square) – 189,00 €
Grid 02 Side Table (square) – 219,00 €

BTS01/BTG01/ BTS02/BTG02

Material:
Sheet steel and round iron bars 
with powder coating

Dimensions:
Ø 50 cm, 45 cm high,
30 × 40 × 40 cm

Purchase includes:
Sidetable

BTS01-05 
black

BTG01-05 
black

BTS02-05 
black

BTG02-05 
black

BTS01-01 
white

BTG01-01 
white

BTS02-01 
white

BTG02-01 
white



Solid & Grid 01 Bookend



Solid & Grid 01 Bookend

Looking classic on the bookshelf or classy on the coffee table, our 
Grid and Solid bookends are the perfect functional home accesso-
ries for book lovers.
Featuring diagonal laser cutouts, Grid bookends can also be used 
to display cards, prints, or photos. Solid 01 Bookend and Grid 01 
Bookend are available in black and white.

Price (RRP):
Solid 01 Bookend – 16,00 €
Grid 01 Bookend – 19,00 €

BSS01/BSG01

Material:
Steel sheet with powder coating

Dimensions: 
17 × 14 × 6 cm

Purchase includes:
Bookend

14 14

17
6

BSS01-01 
white

BSS01-05 
black

BSG01-01 
white

BSG01-05 
black



Oak collection

Oak – hardly any other type of wood stands for so many posi-
tive qualities. Featuring warm golden tones and a distinctive 
grain, oak is a robust favorite for creating products that last. All 
of these characteristics can be found in the furniture and home 
accessories of the weld & co Oak collection. Elements made of 
powder-coated steel underscore the wood’s many charms, ma-
king the furniture and home accessories of the Oak collection 
into sturdy, unique, and timeless products.

  

  



Oak 01 Wall Shelf



Oak 01 Wall Shelf

The wall shelf made of solid oak adds a touch of natural warmth 
to any room of the home.
The shelf comes with bookends that fit into the lengthwise and 
crosswise grooves cut into its surface. And the grooves can also 
be used to hold prints, photos, and postcards, eliminating the 
need for frames or clips.
The Oak 01 Wall Shelf is available in three sizes.

Price (RRP):
Oak 01 Wall Shelf S – 179,00 €
Oak 01 Wall Shelf M – 219,00 €
Oak 01 Wall Shelf L – 259,00 €

WRE01

Material:
Oiled oak,
sturdy powder-coated metal

Dimensions:
S 90 × 15 × 4 cm
M 117 × 15 × 4 cm
L 150 × 15 × 4 cm

Purchase includes:
Wall shelf, Bookends,
mounting hardware

WRE01-S
incl. 2 Bookends

WRE01-M
incl. 2 Bookends

WRE01-L
incl. 3 Bookends

90 117

150

4

4

4
1515

15

  

  



Oak 01 Bench



Oak 01 Bench

This oak bench is a head-turner in any room. The bench’s solid 
seat forms a distinctive contrast to its elegant legs, while 
the warm oak tones of the wood stand out against the black, 
powder-coated metal.
The bench is available in three sizes and can prove its useful-
ness in many parts of the home – for a classic seating arrange-
ment at the dining table or in front of the fireplace; or, slightly 
more offbeat, as a shelf in the bedroom or an alternative to the 
sideboard in the living room.
The seat is made of oak planks; the frame of sturdy, powder-
coated metal.
The Oak 01 Bench is available in three sizes.

Price (RRP):
Oak 01 Bench S  – 559,00 €
Oak 01 Bench M – 669,00 €
Oak 01 Bench L  – 909,00 €

SBE01

Material:
Eiche, geölt
Metall, pulverbeschichtet

Dimensions:
S 90 × 40× 45 cm
M 117 × 40 × 45 cm
L 150 × 40 × 45 cm

Purchase includes:
Bench

SBE01-S SBE01-M SBE01-L
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Oak 01 Clothes Rack



Oak 01 Clothes Rack

The Oak 01 Clothes Rack is a great choice for anyone who 
wants a flexible place to hang up clothes. It offers room to hang 
up or put away anything that needs to be stowed in the dres-
sing room, bedroom, or hallway. Its soft casters make it easy 
to move the clothes rack wherever it’s needed, on all types of 
flooring.
The shelf is made of oak planks; the frame of sturdy, 
powder-coated metal.
The Oak 01 Clothes Rack is available in three sizes.

Price (RRP):
Oak 01 Clothes Rack S  – 699,00 €
Oak 01 Clothes Rack M – 809,00 €
Oak 01 Clothes Rack L  – 1.049,00 €

KSE01

Material:
Oiled oak,
sturdy powder-coated metal

Dimensions:
S 90 × 40 × 160 cm
M 117 × 40 × 160 cm
L 150 × 40 × 160 cm

Purchase includes:
Clothes Rack, mounting hardware
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KSE01-S KSE01-M KSE01-L



Oak 01 Coat Rack



Oak 01 Coat Rack

With a seat made of solid oak, this coat rack is an elegant addi-
tion that will help keep things organized in the hallway, dressing 
room, or bedroom. It offers a convenient place to set your bag 
or to sit and tie your shoes. The hand-welded rail offers plenty 
of room to hang jackets, coats, and other garments. 
The Oak 01 Coat Rack is available in three sizes, letting it fit in 
almost any room.
The seat is made of oak; the rail is made of durable powder-
coated metal.

Price (RRP):
Oak 01 Coat Rack S  – 749,00 €
Oak 01 Coat Rack M – 859,00 €
Oak 01 Coat Rack L  – 1.099,00 €

GAE01

Material:
Oiled oak,
sturdy powder-coated metal

Dimensions:
S 90 × 40 × 190 cm
M 117 × 40 × 190 cm
L 150 × 40 × 190 cm

Purchase includes:
Coat Rack, mounting hardware
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GAE01-S GAE01-M GAE01-L



Reclaimed Wood collection

The weld & co Reclaimed Wood collection aims to preserve 
old materials by using them to make something new. Naturally 
aged wood is used to create furniture and home accessories 
that also feature elegant components made of powder-coated 
steel. These two elements unite to produce an attractive aest-
hetic that makes a clear statement. Natural materials weather 
and age with time, resulting in a completely new look and feel. 
When combined with robust new materials, they create furnitu-
re which is truly timeless.

  

  



Reclaimed Wood 01 Picture Ledge



Reclaimed Wood 01 Picture Ledge

The picture ledge is the newest addition to our Reclaimed 
Wood collection. It is perfect for showcasing photos, prints, and 
postcards. Hooks can be used to hang home accessories along 
the ledge, while photos and other paper mementos can be 
fastened on with clips.
The Reclaimed Wood 01 Picture Ledge is available in three 
lengths, so it fits on almost any wall and meets all your display 
needs.

Price (RRP):
Reclaimed Wood 01 Picture Ledge S – 89,00 €
Reclaimed Wood 01 Picture Ledge M – 115,00 €
Reclaimed Wood 01 Picture Ledge L – 139,00 €

BLA01

Material:
Unpainted reclaimed wood

Dimensions:
S: 50 × 7 × 4 cm
M: 100 × 7 × 4 cm
L: 150 × 7 × 4 cm

Purchase includes:
Picture Ledge, mounting hardware

50 100

150

7
4

BLA01-S BLA01-M BLA01-L
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Reclaimed Wood 01 Wall Shelf



Reclaimed Wood 01 Wall Shelf

Full of character, this wall shelf made of reclaimed wood is not 
only great for storage, but adds a stylish touch to the home.
The Reclaimed Wood 01 Wall Shelf comes with bookends which 
can be placed easily and flexibly in the grooves cut lengthwise 
and crosswise into its surface. This keeps books on board and 
in the right place. And the grooves can also be used to hold 
treasured prints, photos, and postcards. The Reclaimed Wood 
01 Wall Shelf is available in three lengths.

Price (RRP):
Reclaimed Wood 01 Wall Shelf S – 205,00 €
Reclaimed Wood 01 Wall Shelf M – 235,00 €
Reclaimed Wood 01 Wall Shelf L – 275,00 €

WRA01

Material:
Unpainted reclaimed wood,
sturdy powder-coated metal

Dimensions:
S 90 × 15 × 6 cm
M 117 × 15 × 6 cm
L 150 × 15 × 6 cm

Purchase includes:
Wall Shelf, Bookends,
mounting hardware

90 117

150

6
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WRA01-S
  incl. 2 Bookends

WRA01-M
 incl. 2 Bookends

WRA01-L
 incl. 3 Bookends

  

  



Reclaimed Wood 01 Bench



Reclaimed Wood 01 Bench

In the hallway, at the table, or in the bedroom – rich in character, 
this reclaimed wood bench adds a striking accent to any part of 
the home. The Reclaimed Wood 01 Bench is available in three 
sizes, so it fits in almost any room.
Its elegant legs are made of durable powder-coated metal; the 
seat is made of naturally aged reclaimed wood.

Price (RRP):
Reclaimed Wood 01 Bench S  – 639,00 €
Reclaimed Wood 01 Bench M – 749,00 €
Reclaimed Wood 01 Bench L  – 989,00 €

SBA01

Material:
Unpainted reclaimed wood,
sturdy powder-coated metal

Dimensions:
S 90 × 40 × 45 cm
M 117 × 40 × 45 cm
L 150 × 40 × 45 cm

Purchase includes:
Bench
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SBA01-S SBA01-M SBA01-L



Reclaimed Wood 01 Clothes Rack



Reclaimed Wood 01 Clothes Rack

This clothes rack featuring a reclaimed wood base helps keep 
the bedroom or dressing room neat and tidy. It offers plenty of 
room to hang garments and to store shoes, bags, and boxes. 
The clothes rack is mounted on wheels for flexible use – for ex-
ample, it easily rolls into the hallway to provide extra space for 
party guests to hang their coats. It is available in three sizes.
The sturdy base of the Reclaimed Wood 01 Clothes Rack is 
made of reclaimed wood; the rail is made of durable powder-
coated metal. The soft wheels are suitable for use on all types 
of flooring.

Price (RRP):
Reclaimed Wood 01 Clothes Rack S  – 779,00 €
Reclaimed Wood 01 Clothes Rack M – 889,00 €
Reclaimed Wood 01 Clothes Rack L  – 1.129,00 €

KSA01

Material:
Unpainted reclaimed wood,
sturdy powder-coated metal

Dimensions:
S 90 × 40 × 160 cm
M 117 × 40 × 160 cm
L 150 × 40 × 160 cm

Purchase includes:
Clothes Rack, mounting hardware
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KSA01-S KSA01-M KSA01-L



Reclaimed Wood 01 Coat Rack



Reclaimed Wood 01 Coat Rack

This coat rack made of reclaimed wood combines the practical 
features of a bench and a clothes rail. Whether in the entryway, 
dressing room, or bedroom, the bench offers a place to set 
your bag or to sit and tie your shoes. The sturdy rail is perfect 
for hanging jackets, coats, and other garments. The Reclaimed 
Wood 01 Coat Rack is available in three sizes to fit in almost any 
room.
The rail is made of sturdy powder-coated metal; the seat is 
made of rustic reclaimed wood.

Price (RRP):
Reclaimed Wood 01 Coat Rack S  – 829,00 €
Reclaimed Wood 01 Coat Rack M – 939,00 €
Reclaimed Wood 01 Coat Rack L  – 1.179,00 €

GAA01

Material:
Unpainted reclaimed wood,
sturdy powder-coated metal

Dimensions:
S 90 × 40 × 190 cm
M 117 × 40 × 190 cm
L 150 × 40 × 190 cm

Purchase includes:
Coat Rack, mounting hardware
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GAA01-S GAA01-M GAA01-L



www.weldco.de


